
Breadth Study :
The Making of a 

Superpower

Q1
30 marks

Using 
Interpretations

Q2
2 x 25 Marks

Evaluation 
Judgement

40%

Depth Study: 
Modern Britain

Q1
30 Marks

Using Sources

Q2
2 x 25 Marks

Evaluation 
Judgement

40%

NEA : 
Historical 

Investigation
40 Marks 20%

Key Dates
Mocks : 7th March 
Additional mock questions will take place in lessons
Exams

- 7041/2S Modern Britain : 23rd May 2023
- 7041/1K Superpower USA : 17th May 2023
- NEA deadline : May 2023

Revision Resources
Revision Guides available :

- Modern Britain : ISBN 9781471876288

- Superpower USA : ISBN 9781510418073

Revision Sessions
- Monday in F06

A Level History

ASK YOUR 
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Mr Miles
NEA

USA Superpower

Mr James
Modern Britain



Sources Interpretations Judgement

DO NOT just explain the source
Link the source to issue raised in the the question

You must add your own knowledge to your 
answer

“With reference to these sources and your 
understanding of the historical context, assess 
the value of these three sources to a historian 

studying…”

- Argument : The writer's reason for 
writing the source. Their argument

- Content : What the source says? ADD 
OWN KNOWLEDGE!

- Provenance : The sources origin - Who 
wrote it? When? Where?

- Emphasis : stress given to a word or 
words when speaking to indicate 
particular importance

- Tone : an author's use of words and 
writing style to convey their attitude 
towards a topic

DO NOT just explain the interpretation view
Link the source to issue raised in the the 

question
You must add your own knowledge to your 

answer

“Using your understanding of the historical 
context, assess how convincing the 

argument in these three extracts are in 
relations to…”

- Weigh the arguments contained in 
each extract

- Make your mind up on which is the 
more convincing interpretation

- Aim to make a balanced assessments 
- The interpretations may seem 

disparate but looks for the common 
theme e,g causes of political change

- Make a critical evaluation of each 
source in turn and then write a 
summary conclusion

Plan your answer
DO NOT sit on the fence. Agree or disagree

You must add your own knowledge
Make a balanced argument with both 

reasons to agree and to disagree with the 
statement

“........... Explain why you agree or disagree 
with this statement”

Opening Judgement

What is your 
argument? 

Do you agree or 
disagree? Why?

Reasons to Agree 
with Statement

2 x Examples
Evidence?

Explanation?

Reasons to Disagree 
with Statement

2 x Examples
Evidence?

Explanation?

Closing Judgement
Repeat your 

argument
Do you agree or 
disagree? Why?
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